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   WHAT ARE  YOU   
   RETHINKING?  

We sat down with five of today’s prominent Christian leaders and 
asked them to share what’s on their mind, what’s keeping them up at 
night, and what they are rethinking. And this is what they had to say...
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 I HAVE BEEN CONVICTED   
 THAT MY PRAYERS ARE TOO SMALL.    
 - JUD WILHITE  (SENIOR PASTOR OF CENTRAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH)

 I LIVE WITH AN ACHE INSIDE THAT   
 SAYS THERE’S ALWAYS MORE OF   
 GOD TO UNCOVER AND DISCOVER.   
 I WANT MORE OF HIM.   
- MARGARET FEINBERG   (POPULAR SPEAKER AND AUTHOR)

   WHAT ARE  YOU   
   RETHINKING?  



HOW IS THAT TRANSLATED INTO YOUR OWN LIFE AND IN 
THE LIVES OF THOSE YOU INFLUENCE?                    
In my writing, it forces me to be far more vulnerable than I am in 
real life. I have friends who lovingly joke, “Margaret, I buy your 
books to find out what’s really going on in your life.” So often 
I want to hold back. I’m intensely private, but then I feel that 
nudge that if I share those things I most want to keep to myself, 
God can do amazing things through them. And He does.

WHO IS MARGARET FEINBERG?                    
A popular speaker at churches and leading conferences such 
as Fusion, Catalyst, and LeadNow, Margaret Feinberg
(www.margaretfeinberg.com) invites people to discover the rel-
evance of God and His Word in a modern world. Audiences love 
her ability to connect the practical with the spiritual. Recently 
named by Charisma magazine as one of the “30 Emerging 
Voices” who will help lead the church in the next decade, she 
has written more than a dozen books including the critically-
acclaimed The Organic God and the Sacred Echo (Zondervan). 
People of all ages connect with her relational teaching style. 
Margaret currently lives in Morrison, Colorado, with her 6’ 8’’ 
husband, Leif. When she’s not writing or traveling, she enjoys 
anything outdoors, lots of laughter, and their super-pup, 
Hershey. But she says some of her best moments are spent 
communicating with her readers. Search “Margaret Feinberg on 
Facebook or follow her on twitter, www.twitter.com/mafeinberg.

MARGARET  FEINBERG   
WHAT ARE YOU RETHINKING?                    
On a recent trip to Israel, we visited the Garden where Jesus’ 
resurrection may have taken place. As I walked inside the 
tomb, I was once again reminded of the resurrecti ng power 
of Jesus, just the fact that our God is a God of life, who gives 
life; who brings back to life. Sometimes it’s easy to fall into 
the trap of sorting through culture wars, keeping a list of do’s 
and don’ts, or even who’s stacking up the best ammo when 
it comes to arguing a hot topic of faith. But when Jesus boldly 
proclaimed, “I am the Way, the Truth, and the Life,” He didn’t 
just say those words, He lived them. The word “life” was never 
meant to be interpreted as number 3 on the list...something 
we’ll get to. Life flowed out of Jesus everywhere He went—
healing, giving hope, challenging, and even resurrecting. All 
of this has made me question how much of the life of Jesus I 
really have. How much do I give that life to others? This think-
ing and rethinking makes me want to experience more of the 
life of Christ, and allow it to flow out of me like living waters.

WHAT’S KEEPING YOU UP AT NIGHT?                    
A hunger for God. I pray regularly for hunger whenever it 
wanes and it’s the kind of prayer that God never seems to say 
“no” to. He always gives me more. I live with an ache inside 
that says there’s always more of God to uncover and discover. 
I want more of Him.
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   FRANCIS  CHAN
                    HOW ARE YOU ENCOURAGING THOSE YOU

INFLUENCE TO LIVE OUT THIS NEW TESTAMENT BOLDNESS?                    
What we are learning is that the Sunday morning platform of a 
guy speaking up front and people nodding their heads hasn’t 

been the most effective means of moving people to action. 
It’s a great entry point, and people can change a little bit here 
and there, but the majority of the people hears the Word and 

deceives themselves, and does nothing about it. We have really 
been pushing things in the community. We have been pushing 
people to literally pastor their neighborhoods rather than look-

ing for a church system or structure to do that for them. We 
now have lay people in neighborhoods who are acting as pas-
tor, who are separating those people in the communities and 

doing all the marital counseling, doing weddings, and some 
even teaching them on Sunday mornings. We have to teach 

them that they have power; they have the Holy Spirit in them.

                    WHO IS FRANCIS CHAN?                    
Francis Chan is pastor of Cornerstone Church in Simi Valley, 

California. He is also the founder of Eternity Bible College and 
sits on the board of directors of Children’s Hunger Fund and 
World Impact. Francis spends much of his time speaking to 

students around the country, committed to teaching directly 
from the Bible. His passion is to see the church display a much 

deeper love for Jesus. Francis lives in California with his wife, 
Lisa, and their four children.

                    WHAT ARE YOU RETHINKING?                    
It’s getting pretty pathetic how people call themselves Chris-
tians and how terrified we are of everything. There’s just not 

the courage, boldness, and the strength that I see in Scripture 
and there isn’t an emphasis on that. We have people who are 

scared to talk to their next door neighbors, there are people 
who are scared to disciple, it’s just nothing like it was in the 

beginning. There seems like there was such a boldness and 
you couldn’t shut the believers up back then, now we can’t 

prod them to speak. So, the big thing is just praying for a spirit 
of boldness in the church again and encouraging people to 
believe that they can share the gospel powerfully, and that 

they don’t need their senior pastor to do it for them.

                    WHAT CAUSES US TO LOSE THIS BOLDNESS?                    
I think what happens is that new believers get fired up and 
start sharing their faith with everyone they know, but once 

they get into an established church, they realize that no one 
else really lives that way. Instead, they just attend Bible stud-

ies and show up to service and so they just get sucked into 
that kind of mindset. In fact, people even encourage them to 
slow down and get educated rather than fanning that flame 

of evangelism and being on mission. I think the church itself 
kind of deadens these new believers as the Holy Spirit comes 

into them, we tame them and slow them down.
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